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In this talk, I use German (G.) bridging definites and structures with directional particles to 
shed light on the mechanics of theta-induced binding (Kratzer 2009, Author 2008, 2012). 
This under-used data type provides strong support for the theta-head-related view of clause-
level binding as propagated by Kratzer (2009), and it extends the empirical domain of this 
binding mechanism beyond agent/subject antecedents as in Kratzer (2009) to free datives (and, 
prospectively, to all DPs that are licensed by theta-heads). Moreover, a special syntactic con-
figuration is identified which has antecedents invariably bind DP-internal embedded posses-
sors to satisfy their binding requirements (Knight Move Binding). I use a rule (first stated by 
Author 2008) in the spirit of Kratzer (2009) and in the tradition of Büring’s (2005) Binder 
Rule which introduces an index underneath theta heads and which, together with standard 
tools like Predicate Abstraction, (Davidsonian) Predicate Modification and derivation-and-
interpretation by phases, probably allows for the parsimonious modeling of clause-level the-
ta-induced Knight Move Binding. 
Data: (1) is a case in which a subject quantifier binds the possessor variable of a body-part 
object. It makes no difference for interpretation if the possessum DP is headed by a possessive 
pronoun or a bridging article. (I assume that the bound variable in such definites is structural-
ly high enough to conform to (7b) below. Apart from that, I remain agnostic as to the exact 
structure of bridging definites in this talk.)  
(1) Jederi hob diei/seinei Hand. ‘Everybody raised their hands.’ 
(2) displays a similar configuration with a free dative antecedent. Moreover, (2) also features 
a potentially bound possessive pronoun in an embedded clause, and the dative is the anteced-
ent across the clause boundary. 
(2) Klara guckte jedemi so streng auf seinei/*j/diei/*j Wurst, dass seini/j Appetit schlagartig 
verschwand. ‘Klara was looking at everybody’s sausage in such a strict way that every-
body’s/their appetite went away immediately.’ 
A crucial fact about (2) is that the dative antecedent must bind locally (cf. the indexation in 
the main clause of (2)), and may bind across the clause boundary: Free datives bind variables, 
and they obligatorily do so locally (Obligatory Local Dative Binding; Author 2008, 2012).  
(3) tests the interpretive behavior of a definite article in the embedded clause. 
(3) Klara guckte jedemi so streng auf seinei/*j/diei/*j Wurst, dass der*i Appetit schlagartig ver-
schwand. ‘Klara was looking at everybody’s sausage in such a strict way that the appetite 
went away immediately.’ (*bridging definite in the embedded clause) 
It turns out that the bound possessive construal of the bridging definite is only available local-
ly, but not across the clause boundary. Put differently, the possessor variable of bridging 
definites either conforms to Principle A (however this principle can be derived further), or is 
discourse-bound as in run-of-the mill instances of bridging as in (4). This is different from 
possessive pronouns in German, which allow for non-local binding across clause boundaries 
(cf. (2)). 
(4) They arrived in a small village. The church was locked. 
The same binding behavior as with bridging definites can be observed in clauses with the di-
rectional particle hin. A free dative as in (5) obligatorily binds a variable in the covert struc-
ture that comes with the particle hin. Crucially, a bound pronoun in an embedded clause does 
not satisfy Obligatory Local Dative Binding. 
(5) Paula legte jeder Schülerini ein Buch(, das zu ihremi Charakter passte,) hini/*j.   
     [Each book ends up in a place associated with one of the students.]  
(5) adds overt material to (5) which renders explicit structure that I assume comes with the 
directional particle. Like this, the structural configuration of (5)/(5) again conforms to the 



 
 

possessor variable binding pattern attested in all the cases reviewed so far in that an anteced-
ent DP which is not part of VP binds a more deeply embedded possessor variable. 
(5) Paul legte [jeder Schülerin]i ein Buch in ihreni/*j Bereich hin.   
      ‘Paul put down a book for everyone, and he put it in each girl’s respective region.’ 
(6) is parallel to (4) in that in the absence of a dative antecedent the localization info which 
comes with the directional particle is anaphoric/discourse-bound.  
(6) Paul legte ein Buch hin. ‘Paul put down a book.’ 
Time allowing, I will present a similar valuable paradigm involving the particle hoch ‘up’ (not 
provided here). (7) summarizes the descriptive generalizations illustrated with bridging 
definites and the directional particle ‘hin’ above. 
(7) a. Obligatory Local Dative Binding  
  Free datives (just like reflexive-clause subjects) bind a variable in the local tense domain in G. 
      b. Knight Move Binding  
  The variable bound by free datives can always be rendered explicit in the left branch 
  of a clause-mate DP argument. (If Reuland 2011 is right, the same generalization  
  holds for German sich, too, which Reuland argues to move to the left edge of the ar- 
  gument XP which hosts sich.) 
The Binder Rule in (8) will account for the obligatoriness of binding with free datives. 
(8) General format of the theta-induced binding rule (BR-X)  
                 
    3            e,s,t 
      +b              3  
   e,s,t     s,t  LF           e,s,t 
                  e,s,t    3 
                   i                      
                       s,t 
The  heads in (8) are of the type of θ-heads. With free datives, they are instantiated by Expe-
riencer or Landmark relations (Author 2008).  in (12) is the VP in free dative configurations. 
The rule input has a syntactic +b feature on the theta head. The rule output no longer has this 
feature. Instead, a bare index has been inserted right underneath. The resulting structure can 
be interpreted with standard machinery (FA, Predicate Abstraction and a Davidsonian variant 
of Predicate Modification for  after BR-X has applied). As a result, and abiding by the ban 
on vacuous quantification, free datives (as well as agentive reflexive subjects and other 
marked theta-head arguments) will invariably bind a variable. Knight Move Binding may be 
made to follow if interpretation really happens by phases: only variables/pronouns which sit 
in the specifier of DP phases -- if DPs are phases -- will be within the reach of Predicate Ab-
straction triggered by BR-X. Lastly, locality will follow because the more deeply embedded 
CPs/vPs of (5) and (2) are phases themselves; to bind into them, a different, non-theta-related 
mechanism is employed (Kratzer (2009). This implementation spells out in detail what 
Kratzer (2009: 193) propagates: “[S]emantic binders (λ-operators represented as binder indi-
ces) are introduced by verbal functional heads, rather than by ‘‘antecedent’’ DPs, as assumed 
in Heim and Kratzer 1998, for example. Verbal functional heads, rather than DPs, are then the 
true syntactic antecedents for bound pronouns.”  
In the last part of the talk, I will review the advantages that the present proposal has over a 
Pylkkänen-style implementation of free datives. The main argument in favor of the account 
defended here is that Pylkkänen (2002) has nothing to say about either of the generalizations 
in (7), and that it is not general enough to cover binder (agent) subjects, free datives and other 
similar constructions in a single swoop.  


